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The onset of March 2020 presented unique challenges to our profession
that no instructor, administrator, or institution was exempt from. The presence of COVID-19 forced practitioners
the world over to amend courses and
programs on the fly, while maintaining
a level-headedness to move forward in
an unchartered academic landscape. My
institution, like many others, suspended
in-person classes in early March and recommended all instructors to make plans
to fully transition their courses online.

itioning five writing coures, along with a
film studies course that investigated depictions of science in American cinema.

These courses presented their own
unique challenges in becoming online
synchronous, while maintaining the fidelity of the courses. The film studies
class demanded that I get especially
creative. The class could no longer congregate in person for a watch and chat,
as we did pre-COVID. Rather, Netflix
Party and Discord became new modalities for pedagogical success. As I think
Reflecting on this time now only back on this time now, my greatest chalaugments how surreal of an experience lenge concerned humanistic issues. So
it was. I had just arrived back into the many of my students were no longer
United States after
on campus; they
traveling to Europe
“As I think back on this time now found themwith an undergradselves back at home
now, my greatest challenge
uate course. The concerned humanistic issues.” where they were
course, “Genocide
unequipped
with
in the Twentieth Century,” brought stu- proper technology or a stable interdents to sites of genocide across Eastern net connection. The transition did not
Europe (e.g., Poland, Hungary, Serbia, simply present problems pertaining to
and Bosnia); a dear colleague of mine course management or syllabi; rathwho instructed the class asked me to join er, it galvanized our responsibility to
the class as a chaperone. Almost at the ensure that all students were particivery moment we entered back into the pating on a level playing field, and that
United States, myself and two other col- they all had access to course materials.
leagues on the trip were confronted with
the mandate to begin moving our coursWhile my perspective was certaines online. For me, this included trans- ly not unique, it was our shared chalFall 2020
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